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Introduction (by Vincent)

Nowadays, space exploration is a key factor to try to find extraterrestrial life.

How to live on Mars?

7 students from the ISAE SUPAERO school went on a 3-week trip to simulate life 

on Mars in a Utah desert. Their trip should have taken place in 2019 but, due to 

COVID-19, it only began on February 1st, 2022.

ENJOY THE PRESENTATION!



Mars 

a.k.a. The Red Planet (By Dennis)

- the 4th planet in the solar system (a rocky planet)

- part of the habitable zone

- the most Earth-like planet in our solar system

- 95% of carbon dioxide in its atmosphere

- gravity there is 3 times lower than gravity on Earth

- revolution Period: 24 hours and 37 minutes

- orbital period: ~2 years on Earth



Where does the mission take place? (By Camil)

In the Mars Desert Research Station.

Location: State of Utah in the USA

Mars Desert Research Station is a research 

laboratory simulating what could be a living base on 

the red planet.

It is the right place for this mission because it is an 

isolated area which looks very similar to the surface 

of Mars.

Not far from the laboratory, there is also Moon 

Overlook, a plain where the landscape changes 

drastically from red to grey dunes.



Mars desert research station (by Mathis)

The station's 3d printer:

Hab: its two floors 

are the living 

place of the 

astronauts

Science Dome: a 

room for scientific 

experiments

RAM

(Repair & 

Assembly 

Module)

GreenHab: a greenhouse in which 

vegetables, fruit and plants are 

grown

Musk Observatory:  

it houses a 

telescope to observe 

the Sun



Crew 240 (by Lucie)

François Vinet:

Flight Engineer

(scientific experiment)

Maxime Jalabert:

Astronomer

(analyzed solar 

activity and looked 

for supernovas)

Pierre Fabre:

Journalist

(shared the 

mission)

Marion Burnichon:

Biologist

(humans factors, 

biology experiment)

Julie Levita:

Health and Safety 

Manager

(fostered a healthy 

team spirit)

Raphaël Dehont:

Botanist

(determined the 

plants’ 

environment)

Out of 7 students of Isae supaero, only 6 went on this mission.
Clément Plagne:

Commander

(briefing, 

supervising)



How long did it last? (by Medjibe)

The mission had a total duration of 3 weeks

● it took 2 years to prepare

● they divided these 3 weeks into 18 Martian days known as “18 sols” 

1 sol = 1 day 0 hour 37 minutes on Earth

A typical day goes like this :

8:00-

10:00

10:00-

13:00

13:00-

14:00

14:00-

15:00

15:00-

18:00

18:00-

20:00

20:00-

22:00

22:30

- wake up 

- sport

- briefing 
EVA Lunch

- storage

- Q&A
Experiments

mission 

reports

- storage

- games

bed time



Scientific experiments (by Alexandre)

PurpleAir:
● analyzes the quality of 

the air and shares the 
data

LOAC : 
● measures the 

number of particles 
in the air thanks to 
a laser

megaARES :
● measures static 

electricity in the air 
and the air 
conductivity



Scientific experiments (part 2)

Aquapad:
● develops bacteria in water and 

analyzes the quality of drinking 
water

“Moulins à champs” :
● a complement to MegaARES. It 

allows the team to know when 
lightning is impending



What are EVAs? (by Cian) 

- EVA stands for Extra Vehicular Activities.

- The MDRS crew simulates the EVAs astronauts 

would perform on Mars.

- The protocol of the EVAs is just as it would be on 

Mars: decompression airlock, spacesuits, etc. Fun fact: during one of their first 

EVAs, the crew had to drive 

back to the station as Pierre’s 

bandana suddenly fell down on 

his eyes and he couldn't take it 

off because of his spacesuit. So, 

they had to head back in panic 

to the station to solve the 

problem.



Food (by Astrid)

The Green hab is a greenhouse where the crew 
grows vegetables and fruit. It’s the only source 

of non dehydrated food in the station. Julie 
planted soybean and carrots.

They baked Martian 
pizzas and burgers 

with dehydrated food 
and vegetables from 

the Green hab.
They also cooked pancakes for breakfast 
one day, and Cantonese rice after a long 

morning of hard work on some EVA.



Water (by Stanislas)

- Currently, no groundwater was discovered on Mars

- Solid water sources could be used in future missions as an additional supply.

- At the moment, most plans call for efficient recycling of water like on the ISS.

- Aquapad is used to check the potability of water.

Water recycling study station :



Sports (by Marie)

- Why?

Gravity is 3 times lower on Mars, so astronauts 

need to exercise their muscles.

Sports enable the team to have good cohesion 

(group activities).

- What?

Daily exercise is intense and regular.

Safety Security Agent (HSO) Julie



Human experience (by Tiago)

To strengthen relationships, 
several activities, such as 

sports and games, are 
implemented.

This simulation is also a human 

experience, which requires 

preparation and cohesion.

Meals also contribute greatly to 

the team’s cohesion.



Conclusion (by Vincent)

3 weeks after the mission started, the crew of 6 students are globally happy with it, 

but they do enjoy being back to “life on Earth”. Living on Mars is a demanding 

experience, but it is also great fun. Leaving not only your family, your friends and 

house, but also your natural habitat, the Earth, behind is quite something. 

Such an experiment helps people realise how good, easy and beautiful life on 

Earth is.

It’s so difficult to travel to Mars and live there that one should think about the best 

way to take care of our blue planet before it is too late.
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